NOTES:

1. DETAIL SHOWS HENRY PRODEQ SYSTEM WATERPROOFING ASSEMBLY. SUBSTRATE SHOWN IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR AUTHORIZED SUBSTRATES.

2. THE STANDARD PRIMER FOR THE HENRY PRODEQ SYSTEM IS HENRY ST PRIMER WITH AGGREGATE. OTHER RECOMMENDED PRIMERS INCLUDE: HENRY LV PRIMER, HENRY STXL PRIMER WITH AGGREGATE, PUMADEQ PRIMER 20 WITH AGGREGATE AND HENRY GC EPOXY PRIMER. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC DATA SHEET FOR PRODUCT SPECIFIC INFORMATION.

3. FORM A COOL SLEEVE AROUND PIPES HOTTER THAN 150 °F.

4. PREPARE AND PRIME VERTICAL SUBSTRATES A MINIMUM 2" BEYOND PRODEQ SYSTEM APPLICATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH HENRY PRODEQ SYSTEM SUBSTRATE PREPARATION GUIDELINES TECH-TALK BULLETIN.

5. DO NOT INSTALL PRODEQ SYSTEM BEYOND PRIMED SURFACES.

6. HENRY OFFERS PAVERS, RIGID INSULATION, AND PREFABRICATED DRAINAGE COMPOSITES AS A SINGLE SOURCE WARRANTY OPTION PER PROJECT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS (NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY). CONTACT HENRY FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS AND WARRANTY OPTIONS.

7. REFER TO PRODEQ SYSTEM GUIDE SPECIFICATION FOR RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.